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UPDATE REPORT 9 April 2018 

 

Name of PLC: Latitude Tree Holdings Berhad (LTHB) PLC Website: www.lattree.com  

Business Summary : Manufacturing of wooden furniture products and components 

Top Three Shareholders: Lin family 36.8% 

                                          Yek Siew Liong    15.0% 

                                          Samarang Ucits - Samarang Asian Prosperity    7.5% 

Market / Sector: Consumer Stock Code: 

Bloomberg Ticker: 

7006 

LAT:MK 

Market Capitalisation: RM 320.8m Recommendation: BUY 

Target Price:                             RM 6.30 Expected Capital Gain: 

Expected Div Yield: 

Expected Total Return: 

90.9% 

3.6% 

94.5% Current Price: RM 3.30 

Analyst: Lim Boon Ngee | Tel: +603 2163 3200; Email: bnlim@bcta.com.my  

 
Key Stock Statistics 2016 2017 2018F 2019F 

EPS (sen)  74.8   71.0   29.6   62.6  

P/E (x)  4.4   4.6   11.2   5.3  

EPS ex-EI (sen)  74.8   71.0   51.7   62.6  

P/E ex-EI (x)  4.4   4.6   6.4   5.3  

Net Dividend/Share (sen)  12.0   12.0   12.0   12.0  

NTA/Share (RM)  4.99   5.77   5.94   6.45  

Book Value/Share (RM)  4.99   5.77   5.94   6.45  

Issued Capital (mil shares)  97.2   97.2   97.2   97.2   

52-weeks Share Price Range (RM)   3.20 - 5.62 

Estimated free float    19% 

Average volume (shares)     85,930 

 

Per Share Data 2016 2017 2018F 2019F 

Year-end 30 Jun     

Book Value/Share (RM)  4.99   5.77   5.94   6.45  

Operating CF/Share (sen)  87.2   41.1   74.1   54.2  

EPS (sen)  74.8   71.0   29.6   62.6  

Net Dividend/Share (sen)  12.0   12.0   12.0   12.0  

P/E (x)  4.4   4.6   11.2   5.3  

P/Cash Flow (x)  3.8   8.0   4.5   6.1  

P/Book Value (x)  0.7   0.6   0.6   0.5  

Dividend Yield (%)  3.6   3.6   3.6   3.6  

Payout Ratio (%)  16.0   16.9   40.6   19.2  

ROE (%)  16.3   13.2   8.8   10.1  

Net Gearing (%)  (29.8)  (26.7)  (32.0)  (32.9)   

 

P&L Analysis (RM mil) 2016 2017 2018F 2019F 

Revenue  770.60   786.02   820.34   865.72  

EBITDA  115.23   109.36   83.25   95.96  

Depreciation & amort  (21.17)  (20.11)  (21.09)  (21.06) 

Net interest income  (1.85)  (0.91)  (0.92)  (0.64) 

EI *  -     -     (21.45)  -    

Pre-tax Profit  92.21   88.35   39.79   74.27  

Net Profit  72.73   69.07   28.77   60.90  

EBITDA Margin (%)  15.0   13.9   10.1   11.1  

Pre-tax Margin (%)  12.0   11.2   4.9   8.6  

Net-Margin (%)  9.4   8.8   3.5   7.0   

* Fire incident     

1. Investment Highlights/Summary 

 

 Turnover at the Vietnam’s furniture-making 

operations has normalized to US$13-14m/month 

since Mar-18 (Vietnam). Its domestic furniture-

making operation in Kapar is also at optimum 

rate. 

 

 We expect near-term profitability to still be 

under pressure due to the sustained strength of 

MYR against USD, as well as rising cost of 

rubberwood. However, the impact can be 

mitigated through gradual increase in selling 

price, coupled with enhanced productivity and 

new model/design/product turn-around. 

 

 Longer-term, the product diversification strategy 

to target high-value production line with smaller 

quantity would enhance its market positioning 

and boost profit margins. The expansion in its 

upstream operation would also ensure the 

securing of sawn rubberwood at competitive 

pricing. 

 

 Maintain Buy for its cheap valuations. Based on 

our EPS ex-EI (pertaining to estimated loss from 

the recent fire incident) forecast of 51.7 sen and 

62.6 sen for FY18 and FY19, the stock is 

currently trading at a P/E of 6.4x and 5.3x for 

FY18 and FY19. Its net cash of RM1.63/share 

amounts to nearly 50% of the current share price. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.lattree.com/
mailto:bnlim@bcta.com.my
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2. Corporate Development 

 

 We recently met up with management for an update. In 1HFY18, although group turnover was largely 

flat at RM413.62m, PBT declined by 54.3% to RM27.02m. This was attributed to lower orders received 

by furniture factories, margin erosion from its furniture-making operations in both Vietnam and Malaysia, 

keen competition and forex loss. 

 

 In Vietnam, both factories must deal with competition from Vietnam-based Chinese manufacturers. 

Chinese manufacturers have shifted their production bases to Vietnam because of stringent compliance to 

the environmental standard and rising operating costs in China. To acquire sufficient volumes to achieve 

economies of scale for their sizeable factories in Vietnam, most have implemented pricing discounts at 

the expense of margins. Consequently, LTHB’s PBT margin at its Vietnam operations dropped from 11.4% 

(FY16) to 9.5% (FY17) and 6.7% (1HFY18). Turnover derived from Vietnam’s operations also declined 

by 4.0% to RM323.34m in 1HFY18.  

 

Nonetheless, after experiencing initial loss in orders to these Chinese manufacturers, customers have 

progressively returned to LTHB, in preference to its product quality and service standards. The other 

competitive strengths of LTHB are in its competitive sourcing of raw materials (rubberwood), as well as 

faster turn-around time in terms of new models/designs resulting from the completion of its design centre 

and enhanced R&D capability in Vietnam. 

 

Both factories in Vietnam have a combined capacity of around US$15-16m/month. It was operating at 

below US$12m/month in 1HFY18 due to competition and reduced orders. However, it has since 

normalised to US$13-14m/month since Mar-18.  

 

The combined capacity of US$15-16m/month also included capacity from a newly added Line F, which 

commenced operation since Jul-17. Line F is a dedicated high-end production line, representing LTHB’s 

revamped strategy to cater to the increasing demand for the online e-commerce market segment as well 

as its product diversification to cater for production of small quantity high-value products. In FY17, it 

invested a total investment of RM10m, comprising the new high-end production line (Line F) and a 

design centre in Vietnam. 

 

Currently, the ODM segment accounts for around 20% of group production. With this dedicated line, 

coupled with enhanced design capability and faster turn-around time (from drawing to prototyping and 

production), LTHB hopes to improve its ODM segment to 30% of group turnover going forward. It has 

already secured two online boutique e-commerce customers, but their current contribution to the group 

remains insignificant. The production run-rate of Line F is at around 30% currently. 

 

Its R&D centre has about 50 personnel and is capable of coming up with 50-60 new designs each month. 

The turn-around time from drawing to prototyping has improved to 1 week from 3 weeks previously, 

allowing for a speedier response to customers’ requests. 

 

 Although the furniture making operation in Kapar under Latitude Tree Furniture Sdn Bhd (LTF) is 

operating at optimum run-rate, LTHB has no plans to embark on any capacity expansion. Its strategy is to 

optimize its production output and to tweak its production lines for small quantity high value products. In 

the event of increased orders from customers, LTHB can always rely upon extra production run from 

over-time and increased outsourcing from sub-contractors. 
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 Gross margin was reduced to 16.8% (FY17) and 12.9% (1HFY18) from 17.7% (FY16). The two 

contributing factors to the lower margin are the appreciating MYR against USD and the rising 

rubberwood prices. 

 

Historical gross margin trend 
 

 
 

 USD costs account for 50% (remaining costs are in VND) and 10% each for Vietnam and Malaysia’s 

operations respectively. Meanwhile, around 97% of group revenue is denominated in USD. Since early-

17, MYR has appreciated by 16% from close to 4.50 to the current 3.87 level. The adverse impact on its 

Malaysia operations is more severe due to a substantially higher portion of operating costs being in MYR. 

Gradual increases in selling price, enhanced productivity and new model/design/product turn-around 

would mitigate the erosion in profit margins. 

 

In addition, LTHB also incurred a forex loss of RM3.84m in 1HFY18 against forex gain of RM3.18m in 

FY17. 

 

US$ vs ringgit 
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US$ vs VND 
 

 
 

 Wood consumption accounts for 40-60% of cost of sale depending on the types of products. 40% of 

woods usage is sourced from rubberwood, while the remaining 30% each is from imported wood (such as 

poplar wood, pine wood, oak wood) and particle boards, MDF, plywood and veneer boards. 

 

Due to a more aggressive buying of rubberwood by offshore-based Chinese manufacturers, rubberwood 

price has shot up to RM1,300-1,400/mt in Jun-17 from RM1,100/mt at end-CY16. Effective 1-Jul-17, the 

Malaysian government has banned the export of rubberwood to ensure adequate supply of the raw 

material for the local furniture industry. Rubberwood price has since stabilised at around 

RM1,200/month level. 

 

 The key strategic initiative is to expand its upstream operation to ensure the secure of sawn rubberwood 

at competitive pricing. The construction of an additional saw milling plant in Terengganu (RKT factory) 

was completed in Aug-17 at a total cost of RM13.8m. Currently, its RKT factory, which is running on 1 

shift, has 13 sets of brand saws in operation. Its current production run-rate is capable of supplying 70% 

of the sawn timber requirement of LTF’s factory in Kapar. With the addition of new band saws and 

higher production run-rate through overtime/additional shift, it has the capacity to satisfy its internal 

requirements, constrained only by the supply of raw rubber logs. In total, LTHB’s upstream operations in 

both Terengganu and Thailand contributed turnover of around RM50m in FY17. 

 

 LTHB has ventured into the manufacturing of construction materials such as polyester board, printed 

paper lamination board and paper printing wall panel through the acquisition of a panel board 

lamination factory in Jan-15. The production facilities and warehouse have since been re-located from 

Meru to the adjoining furniture making operation in Kapar. The vacant factory building is currently 

leased out as a warehouse. It contributed turnover of around RM15m in FY17. The production run-rate 

has since improved to RM1.5-2.0m/month in FY18. However, the contribution is still not significant at 

this juncture. 

 

 In FY18, capex will be reduced to RM20-25m as compared with RM34m in FY17. It comprises mainly 

spill-over investments on the new saw milling plant in Terengganu, replacement of machinery and 

factory automation. 
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 More recently, a morning fire broke out on 5-Apr-18 at one of the factory buildings owned by 100%-

owned RK Resources Co. Ltd (RKR) in Vietnam. The affected building houses the assembly and packing 

line and inventories. RKR’s other manufacturing facilities were not affected and production activities are 

running as normal. The losses on inventories (US$3m), building (US$2m) and machinery (US$0.5m) are 

estimated at US$5.5m (RM21.45m). All the assets are adequately covered by insurance. Sufficient 

insurance coverage has been taken for consequential business loss. RKR has also commenced discussion 

with affected customers to reschedule shipments of finished goods and plans to increase production hours 

by additional overtime to replenish destroyed finished goods. 

 

3. Earnings Outlook 

 

 LTHB is involved in the manufacturing of wooden furniture products and components, in particular high 

quality rubberwood furniture targeted for the export markets. About 99% of its revenue is derived from 

export markets, primarily the US, Canada, Europe, South Africa, Australia and the Middle East. 

Amongst its export markets, sales to the US accounts for >90% of its group revenue. 

 

 Turnover at its Vietnam’s furniture-making operations has normalized to US$13-14m/month since Mar-

18. Its domestic furniture-making operation in Kapar is also at optimum rate. Additional turnover 

contribution is driven by additional capacity of saw milling operation and panel board lamination, albeit 

from a smaller turnover base. 

 

 Although profitability will still be under pressure considering the sustained strength of MYR against the 

USD, as well as the rising costs of rubberwood, it can be mitigated through gradual increase in selling 

price, coupled with enhanced productivity and new model/design/product turn-around. The occurrence of 

forex loss would depend on the fluctuation of MYR against USD, which is an external factor that is 

beyond the control of management. 

 

 Longer-term, the product diversification strategy to target high-value production line with smaller 

quantity would serve to enhance its market positioning and boost profit margins. The expansion in its 

upstream operation would ensure the secure of sawn rubberwood at competitive pricing. 

 

 LTHB is in strong financial position due to strong operating cash flow generation. As at the latest 

2QFY18, its book value stood at RM5.87/share. Its net cash of RM1.63/share amounts to nearly 50% of 

the current share price. 

 

4. Valuation and Recommendation 

 

 LTHB is well positioned in the industry given its production presence in both Malaysia (availability of 

rubberwood and established cluster of sub-contractors) and Vietnam (competitive cost of production). 

 

 We like LTHB for its unique value proposition in having a sizeable integrated operation ranging from 

upstream manufacturing of sawn timber and furniture components to downstream manufacturing of end 

furniture products. The integrated synergies and economies of scale position the group in a competitive 

position in terms of reliability in sourcing of rubberwood supply, better cost control and quality products 

on a timely delivery basis to its international customers. 

 

 We are maintaining our BUY recommendation for its cheap valuations. We have reduced our earnings 

forecast slightly by 5-7% for FY18-19 to factor in the weaker profit margins. Based on our EPS ex-EI 

(pertaining to estimated loss from the fire incident) forecast of 51.7 sen and 62.6 sen for FY18 and FY19, 

the stock is currently trading at a P/E of 6.4x and 5.3x for FY18 and FY19. We have reduced our fair 

value slightly to RM6.30 from RM6.60 upon ascribing an unchanged target P/E of 10x on FY19 EPS.  

 

 Given the persistent sell-down on small and mid-cap stocks, Latitude’s share price has also been under 

pressure. The stock is also currently trading below its book value of RM5.87 as at 2QFY18. It has a 

strong balance sheet position with net cash of RM1.63/share. Its P/E ex-cash is at 3.2x and 2.7x for FY18 

and FY19. 

 

 Its FY17’s DPS of 12 sen provides a dividend yield of 3.6%. 
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Share price chart of LTHB 
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Disclosures/Disclaimer 

 

Investment ratings: 

Buy (generally >10% upside over the next 12 months) 

Hold (generally negative 10% downside to positive 10% upside over the next 12 months) 

Sell (generally >10% downside over the next 12 months) 

 

This report has been prepared by BCT Asia Advisory Sdn Bhd pursuant to the Mid and Small Cap Research 

Scheme (“MidS”) administered by Bursa Malaysia Berhad. This report has been produced independent of any 

influence from Bursa Malaysia Berhad or the subject company. Bursa Malaysia Berhad and its group of 

companies disclaim any and all liability, howsoever arising, out of or in relation to the administration of MidS 

and/or this report. 

 

The information and opinion in this document has been obtained from various sources believed to be reliable. This 

publication is for information purpose only, and must not be relied upon as authoritative or taken in substitution 

for the exercise of judgment. This document is not to be construed as an offer or a solicitation of an offer to buy or 

sell any securities. Opinions expressed in this publication are subject to change without notice and any 

recommendation herein does not have regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation and the 

particular needs of any specific addressee. No representation, express or implied, is made with respect to the 

accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information or opinions in this publication. Accordingly, neither we 

nor any of our affiliates nor persons related to us accept any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect or 

consequential losses (including loss and profit) or damages that may arise from the use of information or opinions 

in this publication. 

 

BCT Asia Advisory Sdn Bhd and its related companies, their associates, directors, connected parties and/or 

employees may own or have positions in any securities mentioned herein or any securities related thereto and may 

from time to time add or dispose of or may materially be interested in any such securities. BCT Asia Advisory 

Sdn Bhd and its related companies may from time to time perform advisory, investment, communications or other 

services for, or solicit such advisory, investment, communications or other services from any entity mentioned in 

this report. In reviewing these materials, you should be aware that any or all of the foregoing, among other things, 

may give rise to real or potential conflicts of interest. 
 


